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Welcome

...to the Autumn 2016 issue of our
Members’ Bulletin. Although the
leaves are turning gold, this is
something of a green issue, as you
will see.
Starting with Danieli’s Green Steel vision
which seeks to combine environmental
sustainability with environmental profitability,
we go on to cover a range of processess which
demonstrate how our industry can convert
sources of costs, problems and waste into
business opportunities - and income.
It’s good, too, to be able to report ongoing

successes and achievements from our member
companies in the wake of the Brexit vote.
However, although in the short term new
export opportunities may have opened up,
they do, of course, come at cost so we all need
to be ready for the challenges that Brexit will
present. Lean, resourceful, innovative and
sustainable should be our mantra!.
In this issue I also particularly enjoyed the
feature on the physics of lightweighting fascinating stuff! Finally, looking forward to
seeing you all at the Annual Lunch on
Nov. 17th.

CSC flying high with
new appointments
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Association News

Message from the Chairman

‘‘

The serious work of negotiating terms of a UK exit from the EU
will begin in 2017. The net results of these negotiations will have far
reaching implications for our generation and the next.
The devaluation of sterling, which followed the Brexit vote, has boosted
export opportunities and certain areas of our industry have seen significant
improvement in business.
However we are entering uncharted waters and for some it might be a
bumpy ride. I hope you are all ready for the challenge.
had insisted that the remaining
UK operation, centred around
steel making at Port Talbot, was
to be sold as a whole and were
expected to announce a short
list chosen from seven interested
parties. It now appears that the
Tube and Speciality Steels
divisions may be split off and sold
separately whilst the sale of Port
Talbot has been put on hold. Tata
Steel is said to be awaiting
incentives from the UK
government that could motivate
the company to retain its UK
operations. This among others
could include a deal to cut its
£14bn pension liabilities.
The stalling tactic has caused
unrest amongst the prospective
bidders with Liberty for one

stating that they are investigating
alternative acquisitions.
Our Annual Lunch this year
will again be held at the Painter’s
Hall in the heart of London. This
is a prestigious event with great
networking opportunities. I look
forward to meeting up with
friends and colleagues old and
new.
The Annual lunch heralds the
appointment of a new chairman,
Andy Orme takes on the role
with my very best wishes.
It has been a pleasure and an
honour to hold the position of
Chairman for the last two years
and of Vice Chairman for the
previous four. I would like to
thank Bob Ruddlestone for
encouraging me to take up the

Bob Coombes Chairman

‘‘

The uncertainty of Brexit is
not the ideal backdrop for the
changes that are taking place in
our metals industry. The Long
products division of Tata Steel,
based in Scunthorpe, is now in
new ownership. The transition to
the new company and
rebranding as “British Steel” is
complete, fresh investment is
promised, however Brexit may
yet delay this.
The Scottish Steel plants of
Dalzell and Clydebridge have
seen employees return under
new owners Liberty House and
they have achieved their first
target by recommencing rolling
of steel plate in September.
The future of other UK steel
plants is still far from settled. Tata

post and for his friendship and
guidance. I would also like to
thank members of the
association for their
kind support.

Members please keep your news
articles coming in. Please visit us at

www.bmpca.org.uk

SteelStrategy Seminar
The next Steel Strategy Seminar (at IOM3, 297 Euston Road, London NW1
3AQ on 30 November 2016) will focus on an anticipated transition from
steelmaking from ore using thermochemical processes (blast furnace and basic
oxygen converter) to steelmaking primarily from scrap using electrical
processes (electric arc furnace).
At question, and the focus of
the Seminar, is the completeness
of the transition, its timing and the
techno-economic challenges that
it will present. The format of the
Seminar will be a keynote
presentation addressing the
question - Economics of Blast
furnace versus Arc Furnace Steel
Production (to be given by Rachel
Waugh, Oakdene Hollins) –
followed by a number of more
specialised presentations covering
the following themes:
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• UK strategy (with
presentations from the key
UK businesses)
• Economic issues
• Technical challenges
• Managing the transition
(hybrid operations, experience
in the USA)
Programme highlights include
presentations from established
and emerging UK steel businesses
(Tata Steel, British Steel, Liberty

Steel), the importance of UK
energy policy (Gareth Stace, UK
Steel), assessment of investment
opportunities across the UK steel
sector, (Mike Walsh, Albion Steel),
the role of the metals recycling
sector and ferrous scrap
availability both in the UK and
worldwide (Robert Fell, British
Metals Recycling Association and
Baris Ciftci, World Steel
Association) and
consideration of the
key technical
challenges in terms of

processing to maintain product
quality.
There will be ample time for
discussion after each session and
during refreshment breaks. This is
your opportunity to participate in
an event which aims to look at
the changing landscape for the UK
steel industry.
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DANIELI’S GREEN STEEL

AN ENVIRONMENTALLY SUSTAINABLE
APPROACH FOR STEEL INDUSTRY
DEVELOPMENT

‘‘

Even if iron and
steel production is
not the most “environmental
impacting” human activity, it
is undeniable that this sector
is subject to increasing
pressure to reduce its impact
in several areas, such as
containing resources
consumption, controlling
harmful emissions, and
mitigating plants’ impact on
the surrounding
environment.

Increased environmental
awareness is, rightly, not only a
constant “mantra” in advanced
countries but has become a
cornerstone of sustainable
development worldwide, reflected
in increasingly stringent regulations
and practices that have to be
respected.
Danieli has contributed to this
trend, continually developing more
efficient processes in all areas of
iron and steel making, from the
development of the minimill
concept for both long and flat
products, to innovative
technologies in DRI production,
and to original flexible thin-slab
casting and rolling process, just to
name some. It has to be noted
that Danieli not only is a leading
supplier of technology and
equipment but also a steel
producer, thanks to the inclusion
of ABS, Acciaierie Bertoli Safau, in
the Danieli Group. This gives us
direct experience with the
challenges that arise by managing
complicated environmental
regulations, as well as the social
responsibilities each steelmaker
has in making its own plants fully
compliant with the standards of
the communities where they
operate, making them perceived
as valuable sources of income and

development and not as an
unpleasant intrusion.
This is the experience that
guides us during development of
two basic concepts that are the
backbone of the Danieli Green
Steel vision:

ENvIRONMENTAL
SuSTAINABILITy
Plants must be conceived in an
holistic way, in the context of the
existing environment and not as a
neutral, productive unit; and, this
involves both the selection of the
best available production process
and the overall mitigation
measures, including layout
minimization, with landscaping and
architectural solutions designed
around the process.

ENvIRONMENTAL
PROfITABILITy
An environmentally concerned
approach to the steel industry has
to be seen not only as a
mandatory cost imposed by the
laws but mainly as a new profit
opportunity for the entrepreneur.
As an additional challenge, we
mention that the present
approach by statutory authorities
in the European Union to gain
relevant authorisations do not rely
only on adhering to clearly fixed

limits, for example on emissions;
rather, they rely increasingly on the
concept of applying the BAT (Best
Available Technology) in the
selection of the particular
technology to be adopted, the
least impactful one must be
adopted. In concrete terms, the
Danieli Green Steel approach is
realized by innovations in the
following areas:

DANIELI GREEN
STEEL
Since the 1970s Danieli has
maintained a division that
specializes in environmental
protection. Today Danieli
Environment offers a full range of
proprietary technologies for air
pollution control, water treatment,
energy saving, solid waste
recovery, and noise reduction.
> Reduction in plant emissions
via air and water pollution
control;
> Reduction of valuable raw
material consumption,
particularly in water
conservation;
> Reduction of noise emissions,
both inside the working areas
of the plant and at the borders
of the facility;
continued>>
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Global Blue plant to process BOF, EAF, and LF slag (also top right).

> Reduction of energy
consumption and overall
process carbon footprint; and
> Promotion of efficient
recycling, particularly via
optimized scrap processing.
One area in which Danieli is
making a considerable investment
with new products and
technologies is the “Zero Waste”
approach.
This concept aims to use waste
materials/ media from the process
as valuable raw materials to be
transformed into added- value byproducts, as a source of additional
income. This generates two
positive effects:
> OvERaLLpROducTiON
cOSTiSREducEd
because waste emission is
reduced, mitigating, if not
avoiding, disposal costs or
taxation on emissions (such
as carbon taxes, costs for
waste water discharge, etc. …)
> OvERaLLpLaNT
pROfiTabiLiTy
iSiNcREaSEd because
new, saleable products are
introduced at marginal cost
from “free” wastes.
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Thanks to its network of
centres of competence covering
all the salient technologies in iron
and steelmaking, from raw
material processing to finished
product, Danieli covers all the
areas of concern relevant to
environmental challenges:
> Danieli Environment, in charge
of fume plants and waste
material and energy recovery
systems;
> Danieli Centro Combustion,
with expertise in lowemission/ high-efficiency
burners and combustion
technologies;
> Danieli Engineering, for the
development of non-impact
auxiliary plants, covering for
instance the full water cycle
for the plant;
> Danieli Corus and Danieli Linz
for primary ironmaking and
BOF steelmaking technologies,
and for low-impact BF plants.
All these teams are supported
by the constant innovation trend
promoted by the Danieli R&D
Centre. In the following, we briefly
mention some of the concrete
applications of new products and

new processes of these guidelines.

fROM WASTE
MATERIALS TO
ECONOMICAL
RESOuRCE
ECOGRAVEL PROCESS to
transform BOF, EAF and LF slag
into a saleable, certified material
for the civil and road
construction sector.
Steelmaking generates
significant volumes of slag that at
present are considered a
“regulated waste” in most
countries, subject to controlled
disposal.
It is not unusual to see steel
plants literally surrounded by
mountains of unused slag
representing a misuse of space, a
source of potential harmful
emissions for the dissolved
materials, including heavy metals,
and in some cases a source of
unused raw material, with a
significant quantity of steel (up to
4%) that can be recovered.
The Ecogravel process, in
operation at the ABS plant since
2007, transforms meltshop slag
into a CE-certified aggregate,

substitutable for expensive natural
stones and gravel, with significant
and tested applications in
production of prefabricated
concrete elements and
conglomerates, and with
associated applications as a
bituminous conglomerate for road
construction.
Moreover, the Ecogravel
process allows automatic recovery
of about 90 to 95% of the steel
still present in the slag, with
important increase of overall plant
yield.
INDUTEC PROCESS for EAF
dust processing. Scrap-based EAF
dust represents a harmful
material subject to controlled
disposal, and rich in zinc content,
in some cased up to 25%.
The Indutec process makes it
possible to transform this waste
into a saleable commodity with a
significant market, the crude zinc
oxide used in the paint industry,
base chemical industry, and even
cosmetics and pharmaceutics. The
efficiency of the process, based on
pyrolytic reactions in a dedicated
induction furnace, makes the plant
economically sustainable also for
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limited size meltshops, so that it’s
possible to process all the dust
within the plant, avoiding the
necessity to transport the harmful
EAF dust to large centralized
plants, as commonly done at
present. Additional further
refinements of this Crude Zinc
Oxide-CZO are possible, for the
production of high-grade metallic
zinc, than can be used
immediately, for example, in
galvanizing lines.
The return on investment of
such plants, depending on the cost
presently paid for the disposal of
EAF dust, can be as short as just a
few years.

Steelmaking carbon
footprint reduction
ENERGIRON DRI
process
Taxation based on carbon
dioxide emissions is a reality.
Steelmaking with gas-based DRI
already represents a significant
improvement compared to
conventional BF-based process
route. Danieli ENERGIRON DRI
process, with gas preheating
technology, with its intrinsic CO2
absorption capacity as well as the

possibility of coupling it with a
dedicated CO2 selected absorber
to segregate up to 70% of original
carbon input, with a savings of
approx. 258 kg CO2/ ton DRI
compared to other available
technologies. This recovered CO2
can be either segregated or
commercialized as process gas;
references exist even for food
processing, for the production of
carbonated drinks.

Energy Consumption
optimization,
promoting
self-generation of
electric power:
CHR, power
generation from
waste fumes
It is well known that, even in
most advanced EAF processes, a
significant amount of energy is
irretrievably lost as thermal energy
in the fumes. Such waste accounts
for about 25 to 30% of the total
energy potential actually
consumed by the process. This has
to be seen as a free of-charge
source of energy. Unfortunately,
this energy is not generated
continuously, as it follows the EAF

CHR power generation plant from waste fumes, combining hot water and OCR
technology

melting profile, so that to date
recovery and transformation of
usable sources of power has been
problematic. Danieli overcame
these limitations by developing the
CHR-Clean Heat Recovery
system that makes it possible to
convert such massive quantities of
energy into power, by adopting a
highly automatized ORC-based
turbine. The first industrial
application will be put in
operation by June 2015 at the
ABS plant, generating as a first
application about 1 MW of power
from a 90-ton EAF. For a standard
120-ton EAF, 3.5 MW can be
generated with a recovery of 1520 kWh/ton liquid steel and a
savings of 10,000 tpy of emitted
CO2. It has to be noted that the
recovered energy can be either
internally consumed by the plant

or sold to the power grid
authorities, at market price. The
system has no impact, neither on
the EAF melting process nor on
the fume plant. It should be noted
that this energy recovery system
from exhausted fumes is free from
problematic aspects implied by
scrap preheating technologies,
such as maintenance and
availability costs, or generation of
volatile toxic wastes that further
complicates the fume plant.

continued>>
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CO2 selective removal plant area in an
ENERGIRON Direct Reduction plant.

Combustion process
optimization for
toxic emission
control: NEW
GENERATION Of
BuRNERS

EAf process
enhancement for
energy /emission
optimization:
LINDARC
TECHNOLOGy

The heart of every combustion
system, either for reheating
furnaces or for treatment
furnaces, is the burner. Danieli
Centro Combustion developed a
full set of new burners to be used
for either rich fuels and lean ones,
in compliance with stringent NOx
and SOx emissions, yet
guaranteeing an optimal
exploitation of the available
thermal potential. Long flame or
radiant-roof type, according to the
applications, “flameless” burner
designs allow NOx reductions of
up to 70% compared to
conventional “flame mode”
burners.

The dream of the automatic
furnace becomes a reality with the
introduction of Lindarc: the realtime, laser-based EAF off-gas
analyser that makes it possible to
adapt automatically all EAF energy
inputs (power, fuel, carbon,
oxygen) according to the chemical
composition of the fumes,
measured life in real time. This
maintenance-free tool makes
available in real time, compared to
extractive technologies, the
content of CO2, CO, O2 and

Above right centre two images:
Ultra-low NOx emission flat
MAB flameless burner.
Right: Lindarc real time laser
based off gas analyser
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ZLD-Zero Liquid Discharge water treatment plant in a 1.2-Mtp

water in the fumes, and
automatically optimizes the postcombustion profile in the furnace.
Cuts in consumed power, oxygen,
carbon, and fuel are quantifiable,
making the return on investment
in the range of few months.

Water cycle
optimization:
Advanced water
treatment plants
with “zero “liquid
discharge
Water is one of the most
valuable resources on which a
steel plant’s impact is seen, either
because a significant amount of
water is required as input or
because water treatment plant
blow down is a significant waste,
depleting the properties of the
water where it is discharged in
(rivers, sea, dwells, etc …). With
this concept in mind, Danieli
developed an advanced concept
in water treatment that allows the
possibility of complete recovery of
the plant blow downs, and use of
the further treated water as an
alternative make-up source. The
final concentrated brine, rich with
salts, is still not discharged in the
environment but used to hydrate
the EAF slag and thus evaporated:
hence a full “zero” liquid discharge
is obtained. An example of this
concept is given by the Dnepro
Steel plant in Ukraine, where a
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Scrap processing
and recycling:
Emission-free
shredding process.

TOSYALI shredder

1.2-Mtpy steel plant would
generate a blow down rate of abt.
60 m3/h, but where actually not a
single litre of liquid waste is

discharged. Instead of being
discarded in the Dnep river,
requiring dedicated authorizations
and discharge costs, 51 m3/h are

recovered as make-up water, and
9 m3/h are evaporated on the
slag hydration process. The blow
down is fully processed via
clarifloculation, neutralization and
oxidation, filtration and doublepass reverse osmosis. Water
pumping is reduced, discharge in
the river is eliminated, and no
liquid discharge costs are
considered.

Proper scrap processing
guarantees recycling even poor
quality scrap, making the EAF a
suitable waste processor with
reduced restrictions in scrap
sourcing. As is well known, the
scrap recycling process is limited
sometimes by the quantity of dust,
oil, heavy metals, and organic
compounds included in the scrap.
In fact, during the shredding
process the quite high
temperatures generated
promotes the production of
significant amounts of VOC
(Volatile Organic Compounds),
dust, PCBs, etc., that complicate
the use of such scraps, even if
abundant. Danieli patented a
specific design for a fume plant for
shredder units, in order to cut
down such harmful compounds, as
well as dust, via thermal treatment
of the fumes and active carbon
beds. The efficiency of the system
is testified by the values of total
dust content (PTS), lower that 5
mg/m3, and VOC content, lower
than 5 mg/m3, measured at stack.

CONCLuSION
Environment-oriented technologies, if fully embodied in
process and plant concealment, can establish not only a full
compliance of the steel industry with increasingly stringent
regulations, but also can convert sources of costs and problems,
such as wastes, into valuable sources of income, thereby turning
a “problem” into a “business opportunity” .
Fume plant for shredder units in order to cut down the values of total dust (PTS)
and VOC content.

Creativity
is intelligence
HAVING FUN!
Albert Einstein

> Literature
> Branding
> Websites
> Display
> Interiors
> Advertising

Marketing Solutions for Manufacturing & Industry
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iacplotsbrightfuture
after three directors appointed

Tony and Kath to key posts within
IAC Ltd at this very important
stage in the development of our
business.
“The market has been
extremely tough over recent years
and still remains challenging but
with continued dedication and
hard work we have managed to
sustain and grow our levels of
business and also expand into in
crucial export markets such as
China and South Africa.
“I am confident these three
new appointments will add
further to the success IAC has
enjoyed and will enjoy in years to
come.”
Mr Lewis said the Newportfounded and based business had
recently welcomed a high level
delegation from top global

BuSy TIMES AT IAC...

‘‘

IAC Ltd has been
broadening its
exposure to the global
markets and has targeted
China as an area in which
we believe we can grow
our business.
Peter Lewis
Managing Director

‘‘

LEadiNGuKautomation
andcontrolsbusinessiac
hasmadeatrioofkey
appointmentstoitshead
quartersteaminNewport,
SouthWales.
Global operating Industrial
Automation & Control Ltd. , is the
UK’s leading independent systems
integrator of PLC systems, variable
speed drives and Scada.
Chartered engineer Paul
Howell, aged 43, has been
appointed Sales Director, Tony
Dobbs, 53, becomes Service and
Training Director, while Kath
Lewis, 34, takes up the role of
Marketing and HR Director.
IAC Managing Director, Peter
Lewis said: “I am delighted that we
have been able to make these
high calibre appointments of Paul,

consortium The Power
Construction Corporation of
China, POWERCHINA. It was
now anticipated that valuable
business could emerge from this
and other valuable connections
IAC has nurtured and developed
in the Far East.

In contrast to the slow start to 2016, the IAC shop floor is looking busy with four large capital projects due for completion by
the end of the year. These orders for the metals , materials handling and converting industries have been received from
customers both home and abroad.
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What do we do...?
IAC manufacture control systems for industry. We integrate equipment manufactured
by the worlds leading electrical manufacturers into tailor made solutions.
We have a varied and extensive electrical engineering background based on solid, well
founded experience and continuous development.
At the present moment, IAC are, without question, the leading independent variable speed
drive system integrator in the country.

What else do we do...?
IAC are now well known for supplying drive systems and automation and control solutions,
but we are able to offer a whole range of services...

What can IAC do for you…
Email: sales@iac-ltd.co.uk Telephone: 01633 293000 Visit: www.iac-ltd.co.uk
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cScsurgesforward
withmajornewcontracts,
staffrecruitmentandkeyaward
> Former Red Arrow is latest recruit
Chesterfield Special Cylinders (CSC) is bucking the downward
trend in the global oil and gas sector by winning major new
contracts and recruiting elite new staff members.
CSC has been awarded a major trailer refurbishment contract, with five gas
cylinder trailers set for immediate inspection, testing and remedial work and
three more to follow.
The contract is highly significant, says CSC sales engineer, Craig Peckett:
“CSC provides a full, turnkey trailer refurbishment service and will be
responsible for the entire inspection, test and refurbishment of the trailers,
including the chassis, manifolds and, of course, the cylinders themselves.”

cScappointsformerRedarrowandfirst
directorofintegrityManagementteam

Stephen Butler

In parallel with these successes,
CSC has also appointed Stephen
Butler as its first Director of
Integrity Management (IM), its
team which inspects and tests
safety-critical high pressure gas
cylinder and tube installations
globally. The IM department is
CSC’s service-led business unit,
enabling customers to maximise
the economic life of their gas
systems, wherever they are
installed.
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A former repair team
commander in the British Army,
with active service in the Middle
East and Northern Ireland,
Stephen Butler has worked at
CSC for ten years, as
international development
manager and more recently as
technical manager. His new
responsibilities include developing
the customer base in the oil and
gas, naval and ground storage
sectors.
He says: “This newly-created
position combines technical and
commercial roles.
“My background in the repair
and maintenance of vital military
systems, working in hostile
environments and under great
pressure, combines well with my
hands-on experience inspecting
and testing gas cylinders in all
their applications.”

Craig Peckett

Craig Peckett is also a new
addition to the CSC team. The
former RAF Red Arrows
squadron member has joined as
sales engineer working in the
transport and aerospace sectors.
Before joining CSC, Craig
Peckett was an engineer in the
RAF for 16 years and his tours of
duty included The Falklands and
Iraq. He was hand-picked to be
engineer for the RAF’s elite Red
Arrows squadron, ensuring their

BAE Hawk T1 aircraft were
airworthy at all times and taking
part in two world tours.
CSC managing director, Mick
Pinder, says: “The integrity team’s
remit is highly technical and
resolutely commercial. Stephen is
a natural leader; has an excellent
track record; contributed greatly
to the IM team’s initial launch; and
is taking responsibility for
extending its reach and
reputation globally.
“Craig’s appointment is also
highly significant. It is important
to have a new team member
who has actually had to rely on
our products when flying in one
of the world’s elite squadrons at
34,000 feet. Craig’s first-hand
experience of CSC’s cylinders
gives him great authority when
dealing with customers and he
will be pivotal to our growth in
the transport and aerospace
sectors.”

aEisfaster,
cleaner,
easier,safer,
cheaper
thanhydro

Gascylinderinspection/testing
businessreceivesmajorboost
cSchasalsoreceivedamajorboosttoitsgrowing
integritymanagementbusinesswiththeannouncement
byglobalconsultingandcertificationauthoritydNvGL
thatitisworkinghardtoensureowner/operatorswith
gasinstallationsareawareoftheadvantagesofemploying
acousticemission(aE)methodsfortheperiodic
inspectionandtestingofhighpressurecylinders.Thisisa
methodinwhichcSc’sintegritymanagementteamis
globally-recognisedastheleadingexperts.
The safety-critical periodic
inspection and testing of high
pressure gas cylinders in
breathing systems, cranes, rigs and
drill ships, has always raised the
questions of where, when and
how is best?
Now, with DNV GL
referencing EN 16753 (which
includes AE) as an approved
standard for the inspection and
testing of seamless gas storage
tubes, the where and when is
addressed. As a leading OEM,
CSC has an integrity
management team operating
worldwide to inspect, test,

refurbish and re-certify cylinder
installations while they remain
installed.
CSC has pioneered the
adoption of AE as the safest,
fastest, cleanest and most
economic method for cylinder
testing and it is uniquely qualified
to apply AE techniques around
the world.
For years, hydro testing of high
pressure seamless cylinders –
where water is pumped into
cylinders then put under pressure
– was the norm. But hydro
testing can create more problems
than it solves by introducing

water into a vessel, causing
internal corrosion. Ensuring all
the moisture is removed can be
difficult and time-consuming.
Arnfinn Hansen, Principal
Engineer, Offshore Equipment
and Diving at DNV GL,
confirmed that his company sees
AE as the way forward: “DNV-GL
is committing more to the AE
route which is better in all
aspects than hydro testing, not
least because it eliminates
potential water damage.
“AE for seamless cylinders will
feature in the new revision of the
DNV GL rules in early 2017. For
new projects and existing systems
coming up for the renewal
survey, DNV GL always informs
owners and operators about the
methods and advantages of
acoustic emission testing
compared to hydro testing.”

AE also pinpoints problems
precisely, making them easier to
identify and address, whereas
hydro is more generic and misses
important defects. AE also gives
the operators the assurance
there are no issues that risk
growing into major concerns.
Stephen Butler, director of
integrity management at CSC,
conducts AE tests while the
cylinders remain installed.
“AE testing is safer, cleaner,
faster, easier and – in the
medium-term – cheaper than
hydro testing,” says Butler.
“Owners and operators want
cylinders re-certified quickly and
cheaply. But with hydro testing it
can take a long time to ensure all
the moisture is removed, delaying
their return to operation.
Moisture causes corrosion,
shortening a cylinder’s working
life. In contrast, AE reduces the
risk of having to remove, replace
and re-install the cylinders.
“The fact that AE does not
require the introduction of water,
additives or inhibitors, means
cylinders can be quickly returned
to use.”
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Navycontractandmajorboostto
integritymanagementroll-out
help Chesterfield Special Cylinders
continue to balance oil and gas downturn
Sheffield-based
chesterfieldSpecial
cylinders(cSc)continues
tomakeprogressinits
globalbusinessdespitethe
severedownturninitscore
targetoilandgassectors.
byconcentratingmoreon
deliveringintegrity
managementservicesand
spreadingitsinfluenceto
furtheroverseasnavies,the
companycontinuestobuck
thetrend.
CSC has fought off global
competition to secure a
significant contract to provide
over 100 high pressure gas
cylinders for an unnamed
European Navy for its new stateof-the-art submarines.

The two submarines are to be
designed and built in Europe and
CSC will start delivery of the
seamless cylinders in May 2018,
with the aim of completing the
entire order by April 2020.
CSC managing director Mick
Pinder says: “This is a prestigious
order which CSC won thanks to
its global reputation as a leading
supplier to almost every navy in
the world. We are a technically
advanced engineering company
that works with clients to deliver
bespoke and specialist products.”
Axel Mohnhaupt, sales
manager at CSC Deutschland
GmbH, secured the contract. He
says:
“A major defence contractor,
which works to the most

exacting standards, has awarded
this contract to CSC and we are
pleased to have been embraced
as part of its carefully-managed,
high end supply chain. This longterm contract will be coordinated from CSC Germany.
“CSC’s ability to deliver the
highest standards of inspection
and testing of the cylinders when
in operation, extending their
working life, is a further factor in
this success.”

Employee wins major
APPRENTICE OF
THE YEAR AWARD
infurtherpersonnelnews,
cScapprenticeTombruce,
19,haswonthehighlycovetedapprenticeofthe
yearawardattheannual
MadeinSheffieldceremony.
Tom joined CSC in 2014 and
his attitude and aptitude are
praised by Adrian France,
Operations Manager, saying: “Tom
has already amassed high level
experience that could see him
work in almost any department.”
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Tom’s education at the
prestigious AMRC is fully-funded
by the company and he has
recently completed his NVQ
Level 2. He will complete his
BTEC National in Manufacturing
Engineering in summer 2016,
having passed all first year
modules, attaining merits and
distinctions.
Tom’s enthusiasm for
engineering is clear. He says: “An
engineering apprenticeship gives
me the mixture of hands-on

work, such as operating
machinery, and technical
problem-solving such as
diagnosing a machine fault, which
I had always loved.
“Even though I am only 19,
I have real responsibilities – CSC
respects people coming through
the apprenticeship programme.
I have worked in almost every
part of the company, though the
Integrity Management
department is my goal.”

NEW
SuppORT
vESSEL
tofeature
cSchigh
pressure
gassystem
inafurtherdevelopment,
oneoftheveryfewoffshore
supportvesselscurrently
underconstructionwill
featurespecialisthigh
pressuregascylindersfrom
cScinitshyperbaricdiving
system.
CSC’s key account manager,
Andrew Green, comments: “This
order is for a 40-cylinder system
to safely store 20,000m³ of
breathing gas. This has been
secured from a new customer,
thanks to CSC’s global reputation
for providing the worldwide oil
and gas industry with simple
solutions to safety critical
requirements.
“The cylinders will be a vital
component in the safety system
for divers, carrying compressed
breathing air as well as heliox
breathing gas.”
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Thephysicsof

Lightweighting
TOM FARLEY - MD INNOVAL TECHNOLOGY
Discussions about lightweighting seem to be very topical at the moment. The car makers are under pressure
to reduce emissions in order to meet global CO2 regulations in time to avoid severe financial penalties.
One of the most effective ways to cut a vehicle’s emissions is by reducing its weight (mass). I’m going to
explain the underlying physics for why this is the case. To understand vehicle fuel consumption and the impact
of lightweighting, we need to understand how energy is dissipated as we drive the vehicle.
The overall fuel consumption
is the sum of many different
types of energy loss.

Figure 1: Diagram showing some of the forces acting on a vehicle as it is driven (ref. autodesk.com)

inefficientconversionof
chemicalenergy
The inefficient conversion of
chemical energy (from the fuel)
to mechanical energy leads to a
significant energy loss. There are
also transmission losses as power
is transmitted to the wheels. For
a petrol engine this conversion
efficiency can be as low as 25%.
The balance of the wasted
energy occurs mainly as heat in
the engine, coolant and
transmission.
Let’s put this loss to one side
and consider the impact of the
size and mass of the vehicle as
we drive.

aerodynamicdrag
Aerodynamic drag represents a
relatively large energy loss at
higher speeds. This comes from
the energy required to cause a
mass of air to move around the
vehicle and swirl about behind it
with a speed similar to that of the
vehicle. The vehicle energy loss is
approximately proportional to
the speed of the vehicle squared,
the cross-section area of the
vehicle and the aerodynamic drag
factor, Cd.
At higher speeds this loss
becomes very large because of
the speed squared relationship. If

there is market demand for
certain shapes and sizes of
vehicle there is not much we can
do about this loss. However, we
can reduce the drag factor by
making the vehicle more
streamlined so it creates less
turbulent air behind it.

accelerationandbraking
When we accelerate we
consume fuel to increase the
kinetic energy of the vehicle. This
energy is directly proportional to
the mass of the vehicle. Braking
reduces the vehicle speed, and
kinetic energy is lost through
heating up of the vehicle braking
system. This assumes the vehicle
does not have regenerative
braking. Braking results in
significant energy losses if the
distance between the
acceleration and braking phases is
short.
This pattern of driving is of
course typical of city driving.
Speeds are also low and so the
energy loss due to braking can be
much greater than the
aerodynamic drag loss.

up and down hills. When driving
up a hill we use extra fuel to
counteract the force of gravity
and to increase the potential
energy of the vehicle. This extra
energy is directly proportional to
the mass of the vehicle.
When we drive down a hill we
can convert this extra potential
energy to kinetic energy.
Consequently, we use less fuel to
maintain our vehicle speed.
However, as with city driving, as
soon as we use the brakes to
reduce or maintain our speed
down the hill then we are losing
the energy. For this reason, the
downhill sections of our journey
do not necessarily compensate
for the uphill sections. There is a
net loss of energy and overall
extra fuel consumption
proportional to vehicle mass.

Rollingresistance
One final relatively small
energy loss is to counteract
rolling resistance. This includes
losses due to friction between
the tyre and the road,
deformation of the tyres and
energy losses in the wheel
bearings. This loss is proportional
to the mass of the vehicle and is
independent of speed. Rolling
resistance is approximately
equivalent to perpetually driving
up a 1 in 100 hill.
Clearly, reducing vehicle mass
directly reduces the braking and
rolling resistance energy losses
and improves fuel consumption.
For example, a 10% reduction in
mass through the use of
aluminium in cars instead of steel,
can result in a 7% reduction in
overall fuel consumption.

drivingupanddownhills
Up to this point we have
assumed we are driving on a flat
terrain. In the real world we drive

Figure 2: Air movement around a vehicle as it moves downhill (ref. autodesk.com)
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aluminium
sculpture
DR COLIN BUTLER - INNOVAL TECHNOLOGY
aluminium
sculptureat
Stpancras

Figure 3: New Passenger Cars:Vehicle Mass and CO2 Emissions
(ref. European Vehicles Market Statistics 2015 Pocketbook)

increasedvehiclesize
In Europe there is a trend
towards increased vehicle size. An
example of this is the emergence
of the popular SUV. This means
vehicles are becoming taller with
increased frontal area. As a result,
the aerodynamic drag losses are
increasing.
If we assume the apparent
density of a vehicle remains
roughly constant with size, then a
larger vehicle will also be a
heavier vehicle. This will increase
the energy losses to the braking
system during city driving. It will
also increase the energy required
to counteract the increased
rolling resistance.
Market trends are increasing
the pressure that is already
present to reduce vehicle
emissions. The strategies
employed to date include
reducing vehicle mass using
lightweighting technology,
improving the efficiency of
powertrains and introducing new
technologies such as regenerative
braking.

aluminiumasa
lightweightingmaterial
As demonstrated so effectively
by companies such as Jaguar Land
Rover, increased aluminium usage
in vehicle structures is a proven

lightweighting technology.
Using predominantly one type
of lightweighting material (instead
of a multi-material approach) also
simplifies the task of recycling
end-of-life vehicles. This is another
reason why there should be
increased use of aluminium as a
lightweighting material.
In my opinion, if something
moves we should make it from
lightweight materials such as
aluminium. If it doesn’t move and
it needs to support very large
loads, such as a skyscraper or a
bridge, then we should continue
to make it from steel.

innovalandlightweighting

Innoval has been providing
experience-led technical support
to the automotive industry for
decades. Our team has
contributed to the development
and industrialisation of much of
the automotive sheet technology
in use today. We’ve worked with
the OEMs as well as sheet,
casting and extrusion suppliers
on automotive lightweighting
technology.

Earlier this year
I passed through
St Pancras train station in
London on an
unscheduled (thank you
Easyjet) Eurostar trip
back to the UK. Whilst
there, a shimmering
propeller reflecting
distorted views of the
station caught my eye.
This was the aluminium
sculpture Thought of Train
Figure 1: Thought of Train of Thought, 2016, by Royal
of Thought (ToToT) by
Academician Ron Arad for Terrace Wires at St Pancras
the designer Ron Arad.
International station (image © 2016 HS1 Ltd)
It came about thanks to
providing light to rooms or spaces.
a partnership between St Pancras
Light pipes are large tubes that
with the Royal Academy. Arad
collect sunlight from outside. They
chose to create a calming
then deliver it in an unadulterated
installation of hypnotic movement
form to rooms and hallways that
in one of London’s busiest
don’t have any windows.
locations. It certainly took my mind
The theoretical limit on the
off the cancelled flights and holiday
efficiency by which aluminium can
insurance for a few minutes.
reflect light is about 92%. This is for
Furthermore, the twirling
the purest, smoothest form of the
reflections transfixed me and, just
metal. However, to get up to the
managing to avoid an
near 100% total reflectance found
inconveniently paced litter bin, I
in the best light pipes, the
started to think about what had
producers apply nano layers of
gone into creating ToToT.
silver and silicon oxides.
Knowing a thing or two about
At Innoval we use the change in
aluminium probably gave me a
total
reflectance as a surface gets
head start. First of all ToToT is 18
cleaner to measure the industrial
metres long which is quite some
cleaning process in aluminium
size. However, movement makes it
appear feather light. The structure is plants. This is important for our
customers who produce aluminium
actually rib-reinforced, and it was
sheet for automotive applications.
made by a firm of former ship
The cleanliness of the surface is
builders. The surface consists of
critical to maintain the bonded
aluminium sheets welded together
strength of an aluminium structure.
and then polished to a mirror-like
reflectivity.
If you haven’t had a chance to
visit St Pancras, you can view the
effect on the Royal Academy’s
website.

Reflectivity

Figure 4: The aluminium-intensive Jaguar
F-PACE
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The reflective properties of
aluminium will be well known to
viewers of Channel 4’s Grand
Designs. This programme often
features light pipes as a means of

Figure 2: A light pipe from Lightway
(www.lightway.cz)
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Furthermore, it enables the paint
to look smooth and corrosion free
over the vehicle’s lifetime.

chemicalattack

Figure 3: Statue of Anteros, known as “Eros”,
in Piccadilly Circus, London (image courtesy of
https://www.flickr.com/photos/loveartnouveau/)

Getting back to aluminium
sculptures, I can’t be alone in having
the statue of Eros in Piccadilly,
London, as the first memory of
aluminium taught at school. “Unlike
steel…” I can hear Mr Harris, my O
level (that’s GCSE to anyone under
40) chemistry teacher say “…
aluminium doesn’t rust”.
Looking back now I feel short
changed by the Welsh Joint
Education Committee’s curriculum.
Of course, like Newtonian
mechanics and evolutionary
biology, there turned out to be a
lot more to aluminium corrosion
than the simple observation than it
wasn’t the same as iron.
Some of my Innoval colleagues,
who allegedly started their careers
in aluminium just after Eros was
erected in 1893, could have advised
that siting the sculpture in an area
badly affected by acidic fumes from
urban life would have caused
problems.
The protective layer of oxide
that sits on the aluminium surface
dissolves in acid. This is another fact
used to great effect in the
production of aluminium sheet.
Acidic chemical etches clean
millions of square metres of
aluminium for end uses like
beverage cans, caravans, printing
plates and automotive sheet.
However, this cleaning can also be
accomplished with alkali solutions.

incompatiblematerials
One of the attractions for using
aluminium in the sculpture of Eros
was its higher strength to weight
ratio compared to bronze. As a
result, the figure manages to
balance on a very slender ankle
while maintaining an extended
arabesque.
Unfortunately, the most recent

calamity to befall Eros was due to a
different form of chemical attack to
that described above. An alcohol
fuelled miscreant decided to dangle
from the minor god’s leg in 1990.
The damage suffered may have
been less if the infill inside the near
pure aluminium outer shell had
been of the same material. Instead,
a previous repair used a lower
melting point aluminium silicon
alloy. The two materials did not
bond well compromising the
strength of the repair.
Colleagues at Innoval encounter
these sorts of problems regularly in
helping customers produce heat
exchangers and welded products.

We’ve looked at laser cleaning
and pretreatment for industrial
uses in the past and it’s shown
some promise. Laser cleaning
involves minimal environmental
impact compared to chemical
cleaning. Consequently, it’s a
technology that may come to the
fore in the future.

catastrophic given the number of
rivets (3195) used in the original
all-aluminium XJ. However, the
engineers used coated rivets and,
as you can see, they did a great
job.

Joiningchallenges

Whoknewthere’smore
thanoneEros?

Figure 8:‘Connect’ aluminium sculpture at
Brunel University, London
Figure 6:Aluminium Sculpture in Banbury
town centre (image courtesy of
https://www.flickr.com/photos/ell-r-brown)

Figure 4: The second casting of Gilbert’s
famous statue (image courtesy of
www.liverpoolmuseums.org.uk)

Closer to Innoval’s home in
Banbury we have our own
aluminium sculpture. It stands as
a monument to the town’s
involvement with Northern
Aluminium, Alcan, British
Aluminium, Alcoa, and Sapa to
name a few.
Though it lacks some elegance,
the sculpture is a reminder of
links to the production of
Spitfires in World War II.
Furthermore, it celebrates the
success of aluminium in the
automotive world. Just along the
M40 motorway from Banbury,
Jaguar Land Rover demonstrates
this extremely well.

Figure 5:The effects of extreme urban
weathering (image courtesy of
www.liverpoolmuseums.org.uk)

Piccadilly Eros’s lesser known
brother in Liverpool demonstrated
another form of cleaning. A second
casting of Gilbert’s famous statue
appeared in Sefton Park in 1932
(you can read the story of the
second Eros here). Unfortunately,
this too suffered from extreme
urban weathering which ate away
whole sections of the aluminium
sculpture.
Sterling work by Liverpool
Museum’s conservation
department restored the
aluminium sculpture to its former
glory. Part of this included laser
cleaning to remove the hydrous
oxide masking the surface.

Figure 7:A Jaguar XJ display model from the
2002 Detroit motor show (image courtesy
of www.the autochannel.com)

The joining challenges of
putting Banbury’s aluminium
sculpture together were similar
to those faced by Jaguar’s
engineers in the early 2000’s.
They had to avoid using steel and
aluminium in close contact as the
galvanic couple causes a very
rapid form of corrosion.
This could have been

Thefuture’sbright
Today the automotive industry
continues to grasp the problems of
global warming and the necessity
to lightweight. Fortunately, the UK
maintains a lead in aluminium
research and lightweighting
technology.
Recently, Brunel University’s 50th
Anniversary saw the unveiling of
the final piece of sculpture in this
post. Design company Artem
created a sculpture, which is
entitled ‘Connect’, figure 8.
However, the students at Brunel
University came up with the
original idea for it.
‘Connect’ consists of five inward
facing characters, with a space for a
sixth character. Interestingly, the
sculpture invites visitors to become
a part of it by standing in the gap
and holding hands with the
adjacent characters. You can read
the full story here.
Constellium, which is a partner in
the new Advance Metals Casting
Centre at Brunel University,
sponsored the sculpture. We also
work closely with Brunel in
developing casting technology for
21st century lightweighting.
Finally, we are able to help with
your lightweighting project if you
need us to. The Innoval team has
contributed to the development
and industrialisation of much of the
automotive sheet technology in use
today. We have been working with
OEMs and sheet, casting and
extrusion suppliers on automotive
lightweighting technology for many
years.
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ExpORT
DEFENCE
cONTRacTS
SECURED
worth more than

Sheffield Forgemasters has
secured export defence
contracts worth more than 30
million USD.
The company has confirmed
orders for a sequence of castings
for the US OHIO submarine
replacement programme, which
builds on its many years'
experience of supply into the
British defence industry.
Dr Graham Honeyman, chief
executive at Sheffield
Forgemasters International Ltd,
said: “These orders provide a
boost for our Brightside Lane
operations as we work towards
our business turnaround plan.
“The first parts will complete
in 2016 with another tranche of
components anticipated to follow
in 2017, providing work for our
Melt Shop, Foundry and Machine
Shops. These are complex
components and require detailed
modeling and manufacturing to
highly specific tolerances.”
The project has been granted
full approval by the UK
Government.
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Dr Honeyman added: “One of
the company aims is to broaden
our market reach for defence
contracts, which we have
unparalleled experience in
servicing.
“We hope to build on the
success of these orders as our
teams search out greater
opportunities for product
diversification and services in a
challenging global market.”
The orders mark one of
Forgemasters' largest business
wins for almost two years and
follow a January announcement
for a £1m US contract for AjaxCeco press components.
Dr Honeyman continued:
“Our sales teams are currently
working with customers on a
variety of potential projects
including those within the power
generation, defence, civil nuclear,
materials processing, offshore and
tidal power industries. We are
hopeful that there will be
conversions for a number of
these enquiries as we work
through the next 12 months.

‘‘

Sheffield
Forgemasters
remains a world-leader in the
delivery of the most
challenging large-scale
engineering projects and
these orders are testament
to the skills within these
walls and the diligence of our
sales team in the face of
extremely tough
competition.

‘‘

30

MILLION
USD

BMPCA

A brief History of the

bMpca

The BMPCA,
originally the acronym for
ThebritishMetallurgicalplantconstructors'association,
can trace its roots back to the 1980’s, when it was founded by a
group of UK Metallurgical plant makers.
foundercompanies
includedsuchwell-known
namesas
davy(distington)Ltd,
davyMcKee(poole),
davyMcKee(Sheffield)
davyMcKee(Stockton),
butterlyEngineeringLtd,
Wellmanplc-large
companiesthatmade
plantfortheSteeland
aluminiumindustryinthe
uKandthroughoutthe
world.
A group of smaller specialist
engineering automation and
service provider companies also
joined the organisation at its
inception.
The vision and objective of the
association was clearly defined at
the outset - to have a group of
companies with a comprehensive
skill set and the necessary
resources and expertise to build
and install complete steelplants
and rolling mills.
The plan was that larger
‘heavyweight’ companies would
tender for the contracts and the
smaller companies with niche
expertise would bid for the work
as sub-contractors to the main
contractor.
Then, as today, networking at
BMPCA meetings playing a
significant part in the process.
Tracking back a little to set the
BMPCA in historical context; the
1970’s was a dynamic period of
burgeoning growth as the UK
steel industry modernised old
plants and built new - as did
other industrialised and emerging
countries.
So when the BMPCA was
established, key objectives of the
association at the inception were
to promote the interests of
members and to take action with

regard to matters of their general
interest, both in the United
Kingdom and overseas.
• To provide a means of
cooperation between
members on all matters of
common interest, other than
those concerning labour
• To represent the interests of
the members to government
departments, trade
organisations and other
bodies.
• To cooperate by affiliation or
otherwise, with any other
organisation, body or bodies
having objectives compatible
with those of the association.
• To provide a channel through
which the views of the
association on economic and
trade matters can be made
known.
• Such other activities as the
members may consider
conducive to the attainments
of any of the above objectives,
or to be in the interests of
the association in any way.
Many of these objectives
remain in place and valid to the
present day.
The BMPCA was run as a
wholly independent association
until 1992, when it was absorbed
by Metcom as a serviced
association, moving to a fully
managed association in 1994.
There were changes again in
2000 when the association left
Metcom and moved to UK Steel
as an Associate member, where it
remains to the present day.
As we all know, the regrettable
decline in manufacturing in the
UK over the last 40 years has

seen investment in the UK Steel
industry decline. Many major
metallurgical plant builders in the
UK either went out of business
or were taken over by European
competitors such as Danieli of
Italy. During this period some of
the famous names of the industry
disappeared. This inevitably
proved a challenge for the
BMPCA as the member
companies that had survived
switched from large plant
installations to focus on support
operations i.e. maintaining and
improving existing equipment or
designing and supplying
equipment to overseas steel
producers (driven by China) and
plant makers.
Typical production output
included large castings for forging
presses or automation and
control systems for new plants
being built in both mature
industrialised countries and the
emerging economies such as
China, India and Brazil.
In the cases where the
ownership changes but the
companies continued to operate
in the UK the BMPCA has
retained them in membership.
In the 2000’s more members
began to diversify into new
markets such as defence, nuclear
and mining where their skills
were readily transferrable. To
reflect the evolving profile of
members and skills it was
decided to change the name
from British Metallurgical Plant
Constructors to British
Manufacturing Plant
Constructors.

bMpcamembersare
principallymakersof
thingsandrepresenta
partofthesectorthat
cansupportthe
rebalancingofthe
economygiventhe
supporttodoso.
allarecompaniesthat
havetomakeprofitsto
survivebutneedalevel
playingfieldtobeableto
competewithforeign
competitorsbenefitting
fromstateaid,whichcan
comeinmanyformse.g.
lowenergypricesand
lowbusinesstaxes.
The greatest challenge to the
industry has been to seek out
new markets, branching out by
necessity into countries such as
Brazil, North America, Russia and
China.
BMPCA members have
worked very hard to find new
market sectors where their skills
and knowledge can be easily
adapted to provide plant and
services to these new markets.
One excellent example of this
progressive mind-set is member
Industrial Automation and
Control. The company
traditionally provided control
systems for steelplants, rolling
mills and finishing equipment but
has actively - and successfully sought and obtained work in
defence, leisure, materials
handling, nuclear and green
energy.
Another member, Oldham
Engineering, which is a large steel
fabrication and plant refurbishing
operation in Lancashire, was
traditionally aligned with the steel
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Thebenefits
of bMpca membership
ARE MANY
industry but is now making
significant progress in new
markets - nuclear
(decommissioning), art
(fabricating metal sculptures),
offshore and subsea oil and gas
and defence.
Demonstrating engineering
innovation at its best, Chesterfield
Special Cylinders have developed
in situ recertification of
pressurised cylinders used for
stabilising oil rig drilling ships.
Providing this service whilst ships
are underway eliminates
expensive out of service time for
the ships operators and has
proved to be a significant USP for
the company.
BMPCA’s association with UK
Steel provides a valuable
association with the EEF, the
manufacturer’s organisation, and
as such the BMPCA has access to
weekly bulletins that provide
updates on the extensive
lobbying activities and proposed
legislative changes, both in the UK
and EU, that directly affect our
sector.
The BMPCA does not have
the resources to directly lobby
government or key influencers,
but concentrates on providing
information to improve business
opportunities. At every one of
the regular business meetings an
update on the global steel
industry, prepared by the
International Steel Statistics
Bureau (ISSB), is presented.
We are also are planning to
develop a group within the
association to evaluate the
prospects in the nuclear power
industry: this will encompass
sector requirements and
guidance on how to bid for
business.
The BMPCA sees this sector as
offering significant opportunities
for engineering companies,
especially in the decommissioning
of ageing nuclear power plants.

> It provides members with a networking platform that enables them to both share
market intelligence and combine to offer more comprehensive packages when
seeking new work.
> It helps to promote member businesses and their achievements through the
website www.bmpca.org.uk
> It highlights relevant events.
> The BMPCA is involved in organising supply chain events that provide members
with information on how to access different sectors and ultimately help them to
diversify their business.
> A news bulletin is produced three to four times a year highlighting members’
capabilities and achievements. Through the bulletin, which is available via the
website and is also mailed directly to key influencers in the industry, we promote
the organisation and its achievements in order to attract new members.
Members also use the bulletin as part of their marketing process when
developing new business.
> The BMPCA has four business meetings a year at which members discuss the
state of trade, forthcoming opportunities, new markets and sectors they are
exploring. This is an excellent forum for the exchange of useful information and
insights e.g. a member may seek advice on trading with a particular country from
those already in that market.
> We have worked very hard to find interesting and attractive venues for all our
meetings, having met at Jaguar
Land Rover, Aston Martin,
Ginetta Cars, AMRC,
TWI, Kelham Island, and
Imperial War Museum Duxford.
All current great engineering
manufacturers or reminders
just how good we were in the
not too distant past when the
UK lead the world in steelmaking
and aerospace.
BMPC
A meeting at
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Bentley.
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A key element of BMPCA
networking is the two
prestigious social events that
take place each year. The first
is a dinner at the Cutlers’ Hall in
Sheffield, which is combined with
one of the four business
meetings. On many occasions
members have been joined by
the current Master Cutler and
former Master Cutlers, adding an
extra dimension to the evening.
The second event is the Annual
Lunch, held at one of city’s
famous guildhalls; the current
venue is the Honourable
Company of Painters and
Stainers.
Members and their guests
meet in a relaxed atmosphere
and short but informative
speeches provide information on
current business hot topics.
Despite the difficult business
environment our ambition is to
continue to grow the BMPCA,
aiming to having at least 25
members. It is an ambitious
target, but one which we believe
is achievable because the
indisputable fact is that BMPCA
has something credible and
valuable to offer - the
opportunity to meet and share
experiences with companies that
have successfully diversified their
businesses into both new
sectors and new markets,
together with the links to the
EEF and the International
Steel Statistics Bureau which
are important sources of
useful information.
Times have certainly
changed since the early days
of the BMPCA but, like our
member companies, the
organisation continues to
evolve, explore opportunities –
and to target and facilitate the
growth that is so vital to us all.

Meeting at Bentley
GLOBAL
MANUFACTURING
WEEK 2011
Director Bob Ruddlestone
and
Vice Chairman Bob
Coombes
on the stand at the
Portfolio event in
Doncaster.

Duxford Imperial War Museum

At Aston Martin...
look - but don’t touch!

Feet on the ground
at Farnborough
Another
impressive
meeting venue,
Manufacturing
Technology
Centre, Coventry

A gathering of admiration at Morgan

www.bmpca.org.uk
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BMPCA 2016-17
Meeting & Social Events Calendar
November 17th Annual Lunch 2016 - Painters Hall London
January 19th

Business Meetings

April 6th

Business Meeting and Sheffield Dinner

July 6th

Business Meeting

October 5th

AGM and Business Meeting

November

Annual Lunch - date/venue to be arranged

BMPCA members
Chesterfield Special Cylinders
CISDI
Corewire Ltd
Danieli Ltd
Davy Markham
Industrial Automation & Control Ltd
Innoval Technology Ltd
Metalock Engineering UK Ltd
MII
Oldham Engineering
Parkegate Engineering Ltd / SMS MEER
Ross Controls
Sarclad Ltd
Sheffield Forgemasters Engineering
Thermo Fisher Scientific

For further details contact:
R. Ruddlestone
Director BMPCA
C/O EEF
Advantage House
Poplar Way
Catcliffe
Rotherham S60 5TR
Tel: 44(0)7753 866127
email: bob.ruddlestone@mpiuk.com

www.bmpca.org.uk
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